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•  The technique of Wire Rope Inspection using MFL is based around the concepts of 
Magnetic Flux leakage that produces a signal which is then interpreted by a pick-up 
coil which produces a signal response on a strip chart. The system magnetically 
saturates a section of the steel rope in the longitudinal direction with the use of 
strong permanent (cobalt) magnet. Wherever there is a fault in that section of rope 
such as a broken wire, corrosion abrasion or crushing, the magnetic flux is distorted 
and produces a flux leakage from the rope into the surrounding air space. Sensors 
close to the rope sense this changing flux pattern. The magnetic flux induces 
electrical signals within the sensors. Signal processing circuitry modifies the test 
signals to make them proportional to the loss of metallic cross sectional area caused 
by rope defects. The signals are then recorded using a thermal strip chart recorder 
(or electronic data output) and the corresponding LMA/LF signals are evaluated by 
the inspection technician. Our inspectors are certified ASNT Level II in Magnetic Flux 
Leakage as well as qualified visual inspectors for wire ropes and slings.  

EMAG - Introduction 
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Why EMAG? 
•  Unlike visual examination, our magnetic flux leakage technique is able to 'see' inside 

the rope, to detect broken wires and corrosion, wherever it occurs. 
•  EMAG provides for quantitative data as opposed to a subjective visual inspection. 
•  Wire ropes to be tested do not have to be cleaned. 
•  We test the ropes and evaluate the results in accordance with standards accepted 

throughout the world. 
•  We are able to provide instantaneous results by connecting with a computer while 

testing is taking place. Problem locations can be visually inspected without having to 
unwind. 

•  For breaks on the surface, the sensor head will find one broken wire in as many as 
250 wires. 

•  For internal breaks, the detector will find fractures when they amount to 1% or more 
of the total number of wires. 

•  For corrosion at any location, the sensor will find 1% or more loss in cross sectional 
area. 

•  Considerable cost savings on replacement of rope by condition monitoring.   

Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
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Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 

EMAG calibration – and why do we need calibration: 
•  Calibration Method No.1 (LF Signal Response Method)  

	
	
	

	
•  Set up the head with the correct wire guide to suit the wire rope to be inspected. 

Insert the test wire, minimum length 400mm, into the sense head on top of the rope to 
be inspected, (between the rope and the coils).  
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Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 

EMAG calibration – and why do we need calibration (continued) 
 
•  Calibration Method No.2 (LMA Theoretical Method)  
 
•  Firstly by obtaining a length of steel test wire. 
•  Determine the cross sectional area (CSA) of the wire strand: 

The Wire Strand CSA = π x R2  
E.g. Test Wire Diameter = 1mm, Therefore the radius is 0.5mm  

CSA of Test Wire = 3.14 (π) x (0.5 x 0.5) = 0.79mm2 
 

•  We are then required to determine the cross sectional area (CSA) of the wire rope, (taking into 
account the fill factor for the wire rope design). 

•  Example:  
•  If the rope under test is a 28mm diameter with an independent wire rope core (IWRC).  
     (π x R2) x FF = 308mm2.  
•  We then require calculating the area of that wire strand as a percentage (%) of the area of the 

complete wire rope that is under test.  
Test Wire Strand CSA to Wire Rope CSA Ratio =  

Formula: TEST WIRE CSA/ROPE CSA x 100 = FF %  
Example: 0.79mm2  

                                         308mm2 x 100 = 0.25% 
Test Wire Strand = 0.25% of Wire Rope CSA 
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•  Our qualified inspectors in magnetic flux leakage techniques are specifically trained to review and 
identify the correct interpretation of the rope charts. 

1.  The LMA Signal measures loss of metallic cross-
sectional area (LMA) caused by corrosion, 
abrasion, etc. The LMA Signal is quantitative and 
can be calibrated. (Typically, a rope must be retired 
when the LMA exceeds 10%). 

2.  The WRR Signal measures wire rope roughness 
(WRR). WRR is defined as the aggregate surface 
roughness of all wires in a rope. WRR is typically 
caused by and indicates internal and external 
corrosion pitting, broken wires and clusters of 
broken wires. The WRR signal is quantitative, and 
it is calibrated together with the LMA Signal. 

3.  The LF Signal can indicate localized flaws (LF), for 
example broken wires, corrosion pitting, etc. 
Because it is only qualitative - and cannot be 
calibrated - it is of limited value for assessing rope 
deterioration and for making rope retirement 
decisions 

Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
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Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 

•  LMA-300	Sensor	Head	During	service	on	board.	

•  Sensor Head horizontal location switched from tension spooling to alternate location. 
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Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
•  Sensor Head location 

moved from 
tensioner/spooler to 
crane winch drum 
area to cover all 
possible length of 
rope.  

•  LMA-300 sensor 
head is easily to 
handle thus moving 
to alternate locations 
quick and easy	

	
	

•  LMA-450 (not Nu-
Gen) sensor head 
mounted in vertical 
position from crane 
boom tip due to wire 
being spooled off to 
subsea.  12/01/18	 WRIS	LLC	 8	



•  Sensor	Head	moved	to	proximity	
of	winch	drum	area	aOer	
pressure	lubricaPon	applied.		

•  Adjusted	posiPon	again	to	crane	
boom	area	for	re-calibraPon	of	
sensor	head.		

Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
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•  Examinations and Results: Test sample received from a client who had concerns 
on a piece of drill line. Initial visual inspection on the exterior sample piece all 
within acceptance criteria's.  

Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
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•  Calculated CSA and ran this sample through the LMA 300 Sensor head and 
noticed according to data received that there was a loss of CSA (material 
loss), mentioned on page 6 bullet 1. In agreement with the client we 
disassembled the sample to discover the following. 

				
LocaPons	of	external	to	internal	wear	which	
cannot	be	seen	from	outer	strands.			

Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
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Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 

•  Findings 

Wires	on	the	verge	of	breaking.			
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Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
•  Further separation of the sample with wear/corrosion starting. 
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Sensor Head Selection & Rope Diameters 
 
LMA75 - 0 to 3/4 in (19 mm) 
 
LMA125 - 0 to 1¼ in. (32 mm) 
 
LMA175 - 0 to 1¾ in. (45 mm) 
 
LMA300 - 0 to 3¼ in. (83 mm) 
 
LMA450 - 0 to 4¾ inch (120 mm) 
 

Electromagnetic Wire Rope Inspection 
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